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In vitro studies of the mode of action of the thioesterase of the erythromycin-producing PKS have shown that it 
cleaves ester groups by  forming acyl enzyme intermediates, and that it has a broad substrate specificity. 

Rapid advances have been made recently in our understanding 
of erythromycin biosynthesis, largely as a result of genetic 
studies.' It is now known that the polyketide synthase (PKS) 
which assembles the polyketide chain consists of three giant 
multidomain proteins called DEBS 1, DEBS 2 and DEBS 3, 
which cooperate to form a highly organised synthetic produc- 
tion line. The predicted activities for the various domains are 
based on sequence homology with equivalent domains in fatty 
acid synthases (e.g.  KS designates ketone synthase). The 
domains are sequentially organised into modules one for each 
chain extension cycle and the growing chain is thought to move 
from one module to the next until at the end of DEBS 3 the 
completed heptaketide chain 1 is ready for cyclisation (Scheme 
1). The thioesterase domain (TE) conveniently located at this 
point provides a mechanism for release of the chain, probably 
by lactonisation to give the first enzyme-free intermediate, 
6-deoxyerythronolide B 2, as indicated, or possibly by transfer 
of the acyl chain to an external nucleophilic species. 

Despite their structural complexity, the DEBS proteins have 
been genetically engineered in rational ways to produce new 
products. Most reports to date have described destructive 
alterations2 which inevitably have very limited potential. More 
recently, a constructive alteration has been achieved by 
relocation of a functional domain, the thioesterase (TE) 
naturally located at the end of DEBS 3, to the C-terminal end of 
DEBS 1.3 In mutant organisms containing this engineered 
construct (DEBS 1-TE) the relocated domain interrupted the 
chain extension process at the triketide intermediate 3 leading to 
its release as the corresponding lactone 4 (Scheme 2). Two 
products have been identified to date, one with an acetate starter 
(R = Me) the other with a propionate starter (R = Et), the 
relative amounts depending on the particular m ~ t a n t . ~  

This demonstration that the TE domain can function in an 
unnatural position and with a radically different substrate points 
to the potential of using this reconstructive strategy to redirect 
polyketide chain assembly more widely even in other organisms 
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with other PKS systems. We have therefore investigated the 
substrate specificity of the TE domain in vitro using a truncated 
version of the DEBS 3 protein, consisting of the C-terminal 
bidomain, acyl carrier protein-thioesterase (ACP-TE), which 
was over-expressed in Escherichia coli.5 In this host, the acyl 
carrier protein domain was not activated by post-translational 
addition of a phosphopantetheine residue. The ability of the 
neighbouring TE domain to function independently as a 
thioesterase in vitro with added substrates was not be affected 
by this deficiency, however. In the earlier experiments the TE 
bound the typical protease inhibitor, phenylmethylsulfonyl 
fluoride (PMSF) in a manner consistent with its presumed 
thioesterase a~t ivi ty .~ 

Two types of acyl derivative were effective substrates for the 
TE. The first, the N-acetylcysteamine (NAC) thioester, mimics 
the phosphopantetheine thioester derivative of an ACP and 
therefore comes close to the normal substrate of the TE in its 
natural context. The second type, the p-nitrophenyl ester, was 
less appropriate in this respect, but the reaction could be more 
conveniently followed. In a typical experiment the test substrate 
was incubated with the ACP-TE in aqueous buffer at pH 7.4, 
containing 1 % ( v h )  of ethanol or acetonitrile to aid solubility of 
the substrate. The reactions of the NAC derivatives were 
followed by analysis of the products by lH NMR. The rate of 
cleavage of the phenyl esters was monitored by UV at 400 nm 
(A,,, for the phenolate anion) as well as by analysis of the 
products by 1H NMR. In all cases control experiments were 
carried out in the absence of enzyme to determine the 
background rate of chemical hydrolysis. 

Initially small scale exploratory experiments at high dilution 
using UV detection were carried out with p-nitrophenyl 
derivatives of the acyl chains 5-13. Compounds 5-8 are simple 
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fatty acyl chains which completely lack the complex substitu- 
tion of the normal substrate 1; the o-hydroxyacyl chains of 9-11 
offer the possibility of lactone formation; in 12 there is a 
strategically placed keto group (at C-9 as in the natural substrate 
1 of the esterase) which could assist binding to the TE, and in 13 
this group is reduced to OH. Most of the test compounds were 
acceptable substrates for the TE, although there was a wide 
variation in the rate of reaction (Table 1). Generally, the rate fell 
as the chain length increased, but this effect could be 
compensated by extra polar groups (OH or carbonyl). The long 
list of successful substrates demonstrates that the TE of DEBS 
3 can accomodate a wide range of structures. It is possible that 
the negative results with 7 and 8 were the result of reduced 
solubility (the reaction mixtures were hazy throughout) rather 
than an inherent inability of the longer acyl chain to enter the TE 
active site. 

In view of the earlier evidence that the thioesterase reacts 
with the standard serine protease inhibitor, PMSF, we suspected 
that the mechanism would involve formation of an acyl enzyme 
intermediate.5 The reaction of the hydroxyacyl derivative 11 
was therefore monitored by withdrawing samples at intervals 
and analysing the protein content by electrospray mass 
spectrometry. Spectra were transformed to produce single peaks 
with mlz values corresponding to singly charged ions. At the 
start of the experiment a single peak was observed for the 
underivatised protein (M,  38153 Da). As the hydrolysis 
proceeded the intensity of this peak diminished and a new peak 

Table 1 Relative rates of hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl esters catalysed by the 
thioesterase (TE) 

Acyl chain Rate0 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

3 .O 
4.6 
0 
0 

21.6 
20.2 
14.9 
0.36 
0.43 

a Measured at 37 "C for the appearence of p-nitrophenylate anion (A,,, 400 
nm) after the reaction had reached the initial linear phase; substrate 
concentration, 0.125 mmol dm-3; enzyme concentration, 0.16 nmol dm-3; 
Tris buffer (10 mmol dm-3) containing EDTA (0.2 mmol dm-3) at pH 
7.4. 
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Scheme 3 Formation and deacylation of the acyl-enzyme intermediate 

appeared at higher mass (M,  38323 Da). This is the expected 
value for the acyl enzyme intermediate 14 in which the active 
serine hydroxy of the TE had been acylated by the acyl group of 
the substrate (Scheme 3). Eventually the peak corresponding to 
acyl enzyme began to diminish in intensity and the original peak 
to increase until after about 10 min all the acyl enzyme had been 
hydrolysed. The TE therefore behaves like a serine protease in 
which the initial step of the ester cleavage involves transfer of 
the acyl chain to a serine hydroxy in its active site. Similar 
evidence for acyl-enzyme formation was found for 9 and 10. 

Next, the experiment with the p-nitrophenyl ester 11 was 
performed on a larger scale to see if the macrolide 15 was 
formed on deacylation of the acyl-enzyme intermediate. The 
products were extracted with ethyl acetate and the crude 
mixture analysed by 1H NMR. The spectrum showed peaks 
corresponding to a mixture of the corresponding carboxylic acid 
16 and its ethyl ester 17, formed by nucleophilic attack by water 
and ethanol respectively (Scheme 3). There were no other 
significant peaks in the spectrum. In particular there was no 
evidence for multiplets at 6 2.3 or 4.1, which are present for H-2 
and H-10 respectively in the spectrum of a synthetic sample of 
the macrocyclic lactone 15. A synthetic sample of the lactone 
was found to be stable under the conditions of the reaction. The 
ratio (2 : 1) of the amounts of 17 to 16 in the product mixture was 
much higher than the molar ratio (ca. 1 : 300) of ethanol to water 
in the reaction medium, which shows that the esterase has a 
strong preference for use of an alcohol rather than water as the 
nucleophile for the deacylation step. Similar results were 
obtained the p-nitrophenyl esters 9 and 10. 

Finally, the N-acetylcysteamine thioesters corresponding to 
9, 10 and 11 were tested as substrates. In these experiments the 
nature and extent of reaction after a fixed period was again 
determined by isolation of the products by ethyl acetate 
extraction followed by 1H NMR analysis of the crude mixture. 
The rate and product mixture for each NAC derivative was 
closely similar to that found for the corresponding p-nitrophenyl 
analogue. The NAC derivatives were stable in the absence of 
enzyme. 

Our results establish that the TE has a broad substrate 
specificity as far as the acyl chain is concerned. It forms acyl 
enzyme intermediates and it has a similar versatility in the 
deacylation step in that it can use an external nucleophile rather 
than an internal OH group to release the chain. The TE is 
therefore a potentially versatile agent for release of diverse 
polyketide chains from engineered polyketide synthases. 
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